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PERCEIVED VALUE ADDED LOGISTICS THROUGH THE SUPPLY CIIAIN

Turhan BiLGilil

Abslracl - Logistics has played a key role in the deyelopment of new perspecliıes of business. It provides the

framework ııithin which informalion SubsıııuıeS for inyenlory, actiyitieS are co-ordinaled, and ıhe sequence of
produclion aclivlties can be oplimised oyer lhe camplele supply chain. Conlemporarily, the thrust of
technologı and of product innoyqtion is lowards lhe tailoring of individual designs and solutions for each
consumer; a value added process for the logislics function is lo find eyer more innoıative ways of allowing the
markelplace and lhe level of choice it demands while mainiaining distribution cost and fficiency al
affordable levels. This research paper will aid loğstics enterprises in understanding whal lhe value cüdded

Ioğstics would be in supply chain through lhe eyaluation of loğstics services classified in lhree geographic
cqlegories specifically global, reğonal and local LSPI. Il also examines the importance of loğslics
applications and offering priorilizalion into the perceived value by the customers. The resedrch is inlended to
employ a considerable selection as well as seyeral choices for loğslics dealers lo facililale current operqtions
and supply chain eficiency.

Key words- Supply Chaiıı (SC), Iııfurmalion and Communicaiions Technoloğes QCT), Value Added Logislics
(TAL), Loğstics Seııice Provider (LSP).
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Logistics involves a broad spectrum of activities that mainly covers planning, coordinating, sourcin5
implementation and control offlows ofgoods, services and information from the point oforigin to the point of
consumption. Similarly, logistics operatiors cover three §pes offlows: physical flows, information flows and
finarıcial flows. Conventionally, it featıİes most significarıtly in hansportation, warehousing and cargo
forwading activities. Nevertheless, üe landscape of the industry has gradually evolved towards greater
emphasİs on high Value Added Logistics §AL), essentially aıı integrative profile that incorpoftıtes processes
designed to e{ficiently support and facilitate different elements in the supply chain.

There exist various research areas which are related to üe concept e.g. rcsearch streams focusing on
value-based purchasing §pically on healü care Il] and valu+.based management where üe literature contains
many unsetded issues, paıticularly altemative performance measuİement theories [2].

Yet, there has been any report today which highlights the importaııce of logistics to arı economy since it
describes the typical operations of supply, production, disEibution arıd replenishment processes, and
emphasizes üe possibility of outsourcing a nrrmber of these operaüons to local enterprises wiü the
appropriate experience to pelform them. Logistics firms choosing to be in üe forefront oftoday's markğt must
systematically expand and successfiily implement competiüve strategies. According to recent developments
arıd global financial crisis felt by every comer ofouı world, more aııd more logistics firms have to decide on
üat integrated logistics and the value driven by that integration process would bring that corporate offering
more opportunity to convey value to Üe customer than any other bu§ness process [3].

The emergence ofVAL is closely related to the growing importance of supply chain management under
globalisation. Global maıket expansion and liberalisation have extended the supply chain to cover more and
ınore regions, as manifested by increased international procrırement and marketlng actiüties as well as
offshore tade. These developments requir€ more effective supply chain management üat has to be bült upon
an integrative set ofspecialised logistics services [4].

Undeniably, for many organizations, changes in logistics have provided üe catalyst for major
enhancements to üeir business. Leading industrial organizations have rtcognized that there is a positive
'value added' role that logistics can offer üe specialism needed, raüer üan the traditional view üat üe



vaıious fuıctions within logistics are merely a cost burden that must be ıırinimized regardless of any oıher
implications. Thus, the role and importance of logistics has, once again, been recognized as a key enabler for
business impıovement and come under the category "value added logistics" [5]. Of course, those activiiies
must perform any (ad-hoc) actions which require extra manpower or tesouIces since logistics is an imporlant
activity making extensive use of the human and material resources that affect an economy.

In spite ofüe fact that contemporary logistics means collaborative working between buyers and suppliı:rs,
joint product development, comınon systems and shared information (to be fully synchronized), the

fundamental goal of planning and applying logistics systems is also to gain and sustain compaıative
advantage. on the other side, globalisation has also led to intensified competition in the intemational market
that boosts üe demand for VAL to cope wiü üe challenge. By enabling effective logistics opeıations, V,\L
can lower the costs substantially.

Five caveats should be noted at üe commencement. Filst, the study was conducted from a European
perspective although companies and 3PL service providers on three continents were included in the study.
Second, the study focused primarily on the EU trade; while many firms of the oüer trade block (enterpriııes

located regionally in the geography ofNAFTA, ASEA, EFTA arıd BSEC) interviewed also contributed from
logistics and some other but relative sectors, since inquiries pertaining to logistics dynamics emphasize 1he

global economy. Third, üe sfudy is focused on top 5 enterprises in Iogistics industry which are nation-wide
and announcing highest profit margins in 2009; including NVOCCs (non vessel operating common carriers).
Fourü, intermodali§ has been observed primarily and liner alliances operating on the surface modes weıre

considered by and large but neglecting air fansport operations. Fifth, staff at least 2 year experience wıo
involved in operational level in logistics activities were addressed for the questionnaire.

This study examines the effect of experimental applications that may affect logistics success in üe supply
chain operations. The results of the questionnaire, which was designed to bring out how experiments are

tıeated in logistics indusğ, revealed three groups of role players; global, regional and local LSPs. ln t]re

second part of the study, whether these gıoups differ sigıificantly with regard to logistics achievement is
investigated. The ıesults revealed that there is a correlation amongst cuİfent logistics operations and supply
chain efficiency. Furthermore, there is significant difference in üe importance of logisdcs applications aııd
offering prioritization into üe perceived value by the customers.

LITERATURE SURVEY
over the last quarter, üere has been increasing inteİest in supPly chain management aS a potential sour()e

of competiüveness and value added services in logistics. Nevertheless, üere has been hardly witnessed to t}re

sfudies in support of logistics enterprises in understanding what üe value added logistic would be in supply
chain through üe evaluation oflogistics services.

An initial review ofthe literature identified few papers aimed in VAL, as logistics services interacting aıe
relatively new and somehow identical whereas the litelafure on va]ue based management deals particularly
altemative performance measulement theories [6].

Moreover, because of VAL can upli{t the efficiency and flexibility in delivering different §pes of goods
to different destinations with unique rğquiıements in terms of quantity, quality and varieğ, researches are
expected to observe the timeliness in goods delivery and replenishment which are regarded as "sine qua non''
to shorten service cycles. Anoüer issue that helps to the success of VAL is the successful implementation of
customer satisfaction pıogıammes which has been üe abili§ to captüe customer perceptions in a cost

effective and timely manrıer.

The examples of early studies on VAL weıe focused on systematic approaches on enterprise level
coinciding material management processes. For instance, Fawcett and Fawcett presents a paradigrn of the fimı
that provides boü a rationale and arı initial point for üe integration of the firm's value-added materialıi
management activities suggesting a structure, the essence of whiçh is that customer value is added by tht:

functional areas only when consistency exists among decisions made in decision areas [7]. Some caseı;

questioning üe value in logistics services were focused on üe value offering point in the custonels' demancl

chain within quality perspective [8].

With the beginning of new era, üere have been observed an increasing trend in researches and articles,
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binding logistics i§ a process that cleates value but fall short of exploring the competitiyeness that VAL
serves [9]. Another example for bilateral studies would be the relationships .ımong technolory use and
acceptance, and perceptions of quality and saüsfaction with logistics services investigating on industrial
customers with logistics service quality perceptions and satisfaction levels [10].

Similarly, value driven by logistics activities in supply chains was quoted by Stavniaki and Davis but
more often on integated perspective ofhow products and processes should be aligned wiü strategic decisions
to eüance competidve advantage [11]. From the other point of üew, organizational effectiveness and
efliciency in SC were discussed uniquely but üose are aside from value-based approaches [l2].

Competitiveness in logistics opeıations were also argued with üe insights of logistics capabilities on firm
performance by both customer and information dimensions capabilities, but üat helped to highlight
relationships to performance solemnly I l3].

While there arc maıy ongoing research effor§ on various aspects and artas ofVAL by LSPs, so far little
aftention has been given to the performance evaluation, and hence, to the measures and metrics of supply
chains. However, logistics value had been defined conceptuaily to serve the researchers on understanding the
terms value arıd value-added processes when they gained populaı usage at the outset of last decade, while they
are neither clearly defined nor accurately measured Ila] and [15].

Design/methodology/approach
The problem was derived as to find a meaningful difference between logistics and value added services

while sub.problen was defined as;

l . Logistics isl

a. A synchronized operaüonal service (Group l),

b. A customer oriented overhaul (Group 2),

c. Just a reqürement based replenishment (Group 3).

2. Is there any difference between LSPs which are providing harmonized activities on demand and LSPs
which art proüding conventional services?

In this sfudy, qualitative reseaıch has been integrated on the basis of a literature reüew. Data for the
qualitative research were çollected thıough logistics departınents and/or LSPs by a structured questionnaire
that employs a formative Likert S-scale cluster. To test and find üe value added processes in logistics, an
online survey was prepared using WebSurveyor and an introductory e-mail with a link to üe survey was sent
to a sample of members of logistics organizations classified in three geographic categoıies specifically global,
regional and local area. Measuıement items are adapted from existing scales found in SPSS literature.
Academic colleagues and logistics practitioners reüewed the items for face validiŞ and readability. The
scales are erıaluated for rtliabitity, convergent validity, and discriminant validity using data collected in a mail
survey oflogistics service proüders and customers.

Unfortırnately, while the population of logisücs indus§ has been out-of-reach since its complexity and
divergence, only 160 responden§ were attained ftom a sample cluster of 580 where overall response rate is
28%. Out of such a sample, 14 correspondents (35%) per each of4 LSPs on global platform; ll
correspondents (34,37%) per each of 5 LSPs on regional platform aııd 7 correspondents (30,63%) per each of
7 LSPs on local platform were involved in the survey.

Clustering
The clustering was realized into three gıoups due to respondents' core actiüties in logistics; namely

transportation, waıehousing and other logistics operaüons.

Data Collection Tools
A questiorırıaire form followed by a test in MS ofİce format was utilized to colIect qualitative data-

a. Questionnaire Form: The form has been designed and developed to stereotype what üe value is and
personal enüsage on what comes to be an added value to logistics operaüons. Seven basic logistics services
were guided in ordeı to curtail analltic discrepancy and enable consistency, and prioritization of üose
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sen,ices was also asked.

b. Logistics Performance Test (LPT): Prior to logistics performance test, core logistics activities were

scored under 50 test questions and 30 questions out of those 50 were selected after a reliability testing in an

LSP which has a global brand in Turkey. In conclusion, üe reliability of LPT was calculated by Kuder-
Richardson (KR21) formula aıd the result was achieved as 0,84.

Findings
The data captured ftom the questionnaires were evaluated and prior to analyzing results the hİerarchy of

sub_problems was considered. On the initial stage of the study, results ofLPTs due to three geographic grorıps

ofrole players were obtained and laid on Table l.

TABLE l
LP'fs'mean

sD
6,06
5,I2
5,3 8

6,16

According to Table l üe lowest average belongs to Group 3 whereas the highest average has been hold by
Group l. In spite of the fact that Group l has a 35%, the rest of the sample has a cumulative rate of65%
ignoring value added processes in logistics activities. The reason of such an outcome is that there hasn't bet:n

any customer oriented and integrated operations introduced into operational practices to punctuate tlıe
significance of optimized logistics solutions. Besides, üe sample sizes of each group (56, 55 and 49) drivt:n

after LPTs has a balanced impact üat the infrasfucture of logistics activities are well confined.

A one way variance analysis has been bespoke per the following sub-problem in quest of the meaningfiıl
difference and the results were displayed on Table 2.

TABLE 2

The meaning of difference amon st grou S

F

25,96*

*p<0.05

As regard to Table 2, üe values imply the importarıce weighed confirming üat üe difference is
meaningful between LSPs which are providing harmonized activities on demand. On the second stage of th,r

research the source of difference amongst groups has been analyzed and Scheffe test was applied for th,:

consistency index based on diffbıence of mean. The rcsults indicating conceptual understanding and applied
methods to add value into services have been set on Table 3 with a 95olo confidence interval.
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nGroup§
35 21,36l4x4Group l

l4,46l 1x5 34,37Group 2
|) 1)7X7 30,63Group 3

|5,77160 ]00Total

Average of squaressum of §quares Degree offreedom
,751,94

2l5 03,8 8Intergroup
28,9515,1Intra g.oup 4546,01

l59Total 6049,90

39:i

source ofyariance



957o Confidence
IntervaI

P

Lower
Limit

Upper
Limit

Difference of Mean standard Error

4,32 9,4,7Group 2 6,90,* 1,04 0,00
5 01

Group 1

Group 3 8,63* 1,45 0,00
Group l -6,90* ],04 0,00 -9,4,7 -a ])
Gıoup 3 | 

"]3

1,26 0,3 9 _1,39 4,85
Group 2

-8,63* 1,45 0,00 -12,23 -§ n,lGıoup l
|,26 0,39 _4,85 1,39

Group 3

GIouP 2 -1"73

TABLE 3

Scheffe Test Results in VAL in Lo istics O tionS

*p< 0,0l

According to Scheffe test results above, the üfference ofmean for Group i is exceedingly higher üan the
rest two. And this also exempli§ there is no meaningful dissimilari§ between Group 2 and 3. Thus, such a
re§ult ofa pe§istent failure to manage the firm as a cohesive value-added system is again on the stage.

CONCLUSION
The complexity of the interactions amongst the logislics firms' value-added services uıderlies üe

challenge of managing üe firm as a value-added system fully synchlonized and integated technolo§/,
customer management and contemporary approaches on demand. However, both regional arıd local firms have
üe ability to add value into logistics services but üat does not arise §pically from arıy single fiınctional
expertise or from the ownership ofa unique meüodology since the efforts to build a competitive advantage is
guided by a globalizing economy which reiterates the fact that logistics i§ usual within and among the firm's
value.added functions is not a viable approach to competition.

The research findings reveal that any capabili§ alone canıot be considered a distinctive factor directly
relating firın performance 8s adding value. Logistics capabilities must be used 1o facilitate the creation of
other specific, difncult to imitate capabilities. [n üat sense, the concept of VAL can be obsessed üat buyers
should hold proüders of logistics accountable for both cost and quality ofcaıe, hence, the impact of logistics
differentiation is not manifested through a particular application such as consolidation in warehousing or
kitting a product before handling; rather, synckonized efforts must be leveraged through shaıing and
conİectivity across ıogistics departrnents and the supply chain. The results also he[p to explain why many
firms fail to improve perfonnance in VAL after expending considerable resources to adopt emeıging
techniques while other firms succeed. In addition, the results support operational perfoıTnance which may be
extended to a discıete assessment of cost performarıce to fumish future researches to inyestigate wheüer
logistics functions have an impact on the interrelationships identified in LSPs' core businesses.
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